Introduction by White, R. S.
There is a sufficiency in the world for man’s need but not for
man’s greed.
(Mohandas K. Gandhi (1869–1948))
If everyone lived in the same way as we do in the West we would need
three whole planets like earth to fuel our habits. You don’t have to be
a genius to work out that our lifestyle is not sustainable. But it is seduc-
tively easy to ignore. Or at least it is if you have an abundance of food
in your refrigerator and live in a heated or air-conditioned house full
of plentiful clean water, electricity, gas, umpteen gadgets and an enor-
mous amount of stuff to cushion your life. It is rather more difficult to
ignore if you are unsure where your next meal will come from, if
changing weather patterns mean your crops have failed or been washed
away for the third year running, or if you do not have transport to get
to the weekly clinic in the village 20 kilometres away along a dirt track.
Some of us (mostly the sixth of the global population who live in the
high-income countries of Europe and North America) are taking more
than our fair share of the cake: so much that we are wolfing down most
of the cake and actually making ourselves ill in the process. And not
just metaphorically. There are now over 1,000 million overweight
people in the world, with consequently diminished lifestyles, increased
health problems and shortened lives.Yet, shockingly, there are also over
850 million undernourished people living on this same small planet
and famine is a major factor in the annual deaths of 6 million children
under five years of age.
Our overconsumption is not only unsustainable but is also an
ethical issue because, if there are only finite resources available and





have less. Those who lose out are the poor and disempowered. Some-
times they are on our own doorsteps, because as nations get richer so
the inequalities between the richest and the poorest citizens tend to
increase rather than decrease. But often those who suffer are out of
sight and mostly out of mind on the other side of the world.Or indeed
they are not yet born. The consequences of what we have already done,
in polluting and degrading the world in which we live, by causing the
destruction of habitats and the loss (extinction) of entire species and
by burning huge quantities of fossil fuels are that our world is perma-
nently damaged.1 Our actions to date will continue affecting the
climate and sea level for generations to come and the damage and
losses we have caused are in many cases irreparable. In a real sense we
are cheating our children and grandchildren if they inherit a severely
degraded world.
The purpose of this book is to explore the root causes of environ-
mental unsustainability: why do we continue in activities that are
manifestly harmful to ourselves and to others? Part of the answer is
undoubtedly ignorance about what we are actually doing. But part is
also that we do not want to face up to the fact that the material com-
forts we enjoy are bought at a cost to other people and to the natural
world. We can only begin to formulate an appropriate response if we
first identify what we are doing wrong, and then have an ethical basis
on which to build. In this book we adopt the approach that the material
world is part of God’s creation and then explore humankind’s place
in it.
In summer 2008 we gathered a group in Cambridge, England, at
the Faraday Institute for Science and Religion, for a workshop to
address these issues.We included experts in both science and theology
because a lasting response to the problems that the world faces needs
input from both. For three days we challenged and enriched each
other’s viewpoints, bringing theology as it were down to earth and
seeking to give wings to science and technology. This cross-fertilization
continued as we critiqued and revised each other’s written chapters.
The resulting synthesis portrays both the seriousness of environ-
mental degradation and climate change, and the contribution of Chris-
tian thinking in seeking possible solutions and ways forward.Our goal
is to promote the transformation of society towards sustainability and
a more equitable distribution of the world’s riches. If this book helps
to educate people who may be sceptical about issues of environmental
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and social justice and encourages them to take them seriously, we will
have succeeded. Our motivation is the Christian imperative of loving
both God and our neighbours.
The first half of the book is concerned largely with setting out the
evidence for how we, humankind, are affecting the world. It starts,
appropriately enough with global climate change and the way we use
energy (Chapter 2). Climate change is a truly worldwide problem
where what we do in our own backyards quite literally affects people
everywhere else in the world. Over the past century Europe and North
America have been the major contributors to so-called ‘greenhouse
gases’ present in the atmosphere. Almost half of the greenhouse gases
introduced into the atmosphere by humans were emitted from Europe
and North America by the burning of fossil fuels.
Since our standard of living in theWest is built on the back of green-
house gas emissions, then it is not unreasonable to suggest that we have
a moral responsibility to help others affected by those same greenhouse
gases. That is not a message we necessarily like to hear if it is going to
affect, as it must, our own lifestyles. One of the fascinating, and many
would say depressing, responses to the increasing evidence of climate
change has been a denial by some that it is caused by human beings.
There is clear evidence that there has been a targeted process of denial
and misinformation, backed by millions of dollars and instigated
by industries with vested interests (Chapter 3). The techniques are
reminiscent of the campaigns by the tobacco industry in the 1980s to
discredit the links between smoking and lung cancer, and even used
some of the same organizers and lobbyists: first draw attention to the
inevitable uncertainties in the science and then suggest that we ‘wait
and see’. But we don’t have the luxury of waiting. Or at least, if we do
delay addressing the problems of climate change, not only will hun-
dreds of thousands or even millions of people suffer unnecessarily, but
it will probably cost us much more to address in the future than if we
take action now (Chapter 4).
The problem of unsustainability is of course a much wider issue
than just the effects of climate change, but like greenhouse gases it is
largely a global problem. In late 2008 the rapid spread of economic
downturn and then recession across the globe, initiated by problems
with subprime mortgages in the USA, demonstrated vividly just how
interconnected is the world economic system. Although numerous
international summit meetings have sought to address some of the
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issues that arise from overconsumption, resource depletion and the
inequitable distribution of goods and services, none of them has had
much traction in changing things. Chapter 5 argues that this is largely
because international negotiations are based primarily on self-interest
or purely economic factors and, since only 25 per cent of the world’s
population control 86 per cent of the wealth, such negotiations are
always one-sided. We suggest that the formulation of co-operative
policies and mechanisms have to pay far more attention to value
systems that go beyond mere economic self-interest, and Chapter 5
gives some examples of how biblical principles and values might map
onto an approach that takes sustainability seriously.
A problem that is often tip-toed around when talk is of resource
usage and how it can be made sustainable, is the unprecedented
increase of global population over the past century (Chapter 6). The
world population increased by two-thirds in the nineteenth century,
which in itself is quite a large increase, but it has quadrupled since the
beginning of the twentieth century. More mouths to feed and bodies
to house means that more resources are needed; habitats for other
species are altered or destroyed; and more pollutants, be they green-
house gases or other wastes, are produced. It is not a complicated
concept. But rather than taking population growth as a ‘given’, some-
thing for which we must forever attempt to provide, Chapter 6 argues
that we should accept and even promote a benign intervention that
reproductive science now offers: namely voluntary contraception. An
important proviso is that contraception should always be available for
use voluntarily, wisely and democratically, and ought to be part of a
sweep of measures that includes better education, improved health
provision and empowerment of women.
Alongside issues related to population size is the natural justice that
demands that the poorest people in the world should have a proper
standard of living and should be able to live with dignity. That means
addressing the scandal that almost half the world – 3 billion people –
live below the poverty line on less than $US2.50 per day and that the
richest 20 per cent of the world account for 75 per cent of world
income. People may rightly argue about the optimum number of
people on this earth, but they cannot easily argue against the gross
inequities where the rich get richer, usually at the expense of the poor.
One of the consequences of massive population increase is an
increased vulnerability to disasters such as earthquakes, floods and
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famines, simply because more people are packed together into mega-
cities of 5 million people or more (Chapter 7). So if an earthquake
strikes a megacity, it can potentially kill more people than ever before.
It is likely that, despite our increasing technological ability and scien-
tific understanding of the natural world, there will be an earthquake in
the coming decades that kills more than a million people. But the main
killer in the world is floods. By the middle of this century it is estimated
that half the world’s population will be at risk from floods. The culprit
is often unsustainable agricultural practices, which strip away restrain-
ing trees and vegetation, coupled again with global climate change,
which brings increased intensities of storms and changed rainfall
patterns. Though we often talk of ‘natural’ disasters, in reality the vast
majority of deaths and suffering can be traced to the behaviour of
humans. This gives pause for thought as we consider the relationship
between a creator God, his creation and the people he made.
There are several chapters devoted to agriculture and ecology
because food is the most basic of human requirements and eating is
one of the must fundamental cultural activities. We grow food on an
industrial scale, in the process using vast quantities of fossil fuels for
fertilizers, agricultural vehicles, food processing and transport.Modern
industrial agriculture is manifestly unsustainable, which is why hunger
is again on the rise worldwide. Industrialized agriculture is also harmful
to native habitats and species, and is destructive of the very soil upon
which it depends. Until recently, we took sustainability of the biosphere
and its ecosystems for granted. We can do so no longer. Humankind
has become a major biological and geological force, and, whether rec-
ognized or not, is now challenging the very sustainability of the bios-
phere upon which our and every other living creature’s lives depend.
Chapter 8 draws out the lessons from a biblical perspective on
agriculture. The Bible consistently represents the care of arable land as
a primary religious obligation. In the high-income countries we do not
now live in agrarian societies, and the loss of the link between the food
on our plates and the earth from which it comes, and on which all of
us ultimately depend, has not only impoverished our lives but leaves us
dangerously out of touch with creation. There is a call here for a
grounded life that can be realized through reinstituting practices of
decentralized agriculture, horticulture and marketing.
Chapter 9 addresses not only issues surrounding land use for
agriculture, but also illustrates the point that institutional structures
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strongly affect the way things are done by both individuals and com-
munities. Crises of changing global climate, worldwide loss of bio-
diversity and degradation of land and soils require us to understand
better both the biosphere that sustains all life and the human institu-
tions that guide and shape the thoughts and actions of human individ-
uals and societies. Only then can we understand and be effective in
implementing corrective actions. The task that faces humanity is to
transform all degrading and destructive human domination into
responsible stewardship of the biosphere in its entirety. That will need
transformation not just of individuals, but of the institutions we have
developed.
If food is essential to life, so too is water (Chapter 10). The biblical
writers lived in an arid land and so were perhaps much more conscious
than ourselves of the life-giving power of water. Yet today water prob-
lems affect half of humanity. Some 1.1 billion people in developing
countries have inadequate access to water, and 2.6 billion lack basic
sanitation. It is not merely an inconvenience to have to spend several
hours a day collecting water, as do millions of women. Some 1.8
million child deaths occur each year as a result of diarrhoea caused by
waterborne infections, and nearly half of all people in low-income
countries suffer at any given time from a health problem caused by
water deficits or poor sanitation.
Drawing back to a wider perspective, Chapter 11 links the root
causes of two of the greatest problems affecting humankind today –
ecological collapse and poverty – to an economic system rooted in an
obsession for economic growth and unbridled consumerism.Many of
the low-income countries of the world are actually rich in natural
resources – minerals, agricultural products, timber, land, water, oil,
medicinal herbs, and so on. Nevertheless many people in these coun-
tries are poor or even destitute. If the earth belongs to God, as the Bible
states (Leviticus 25:23), then human beings are not owners but only
tenants of the land. It is appropriate therefore to seek both a lifestyle
that reflects an appreciation of ‘enough’ and ways to promote the
responsible stewardship of natural resources. From a biblical perspec-
tive the basic cause of poverty is the oppression of the weak by the
powerful, and this ultimately is a relational problem. Because God loves
justice, he is against every kind of oppression and he expects justice to




The inter-relationship between social injustice and the well-being of
both society and the natural environment is explored further in
Chapter 12, using prophetic passages from the Old Testament. The
relationships between human beings, God and the natural world each
affect and interact with one another. The Bible has a theocentric ori-
entation, with neither human interests nor those of the environment
being of paramount importance. But the prophets proclaim that it is
neglect of justice and righteousness for the poor that results in the
desolation of the land. This is the opposite of today’s thinking – that it
is neglect of the earth by overuse, exploitation and climate change that
results in injustice for the world’s poor. Maybe these are just two ways
of saying the same thing: that the world is an interconnected whole
and we ignore this at our peril. The call for social justice by the
prophets is just as relevant today as it was two and a half millennia ago,
and challenges us to consider the impact our own actions have, not
just on other human beings, but on the rest of the natural world.
The New Testament Gospels also proclaim the same message of the
interconnectedness between human beings and the created order of
which humankind is a part. The main message of the Gospels is to
explain the mission of Jesus the messiah in inaugurating the kingdom
of God. That kingdom involves the renewal of all creation, putting to
rights the broken relationships between human beings and the creator
God and between human beings and the rest of the creation. God’s
plan of salvation does not mean removing humans from nature to
some purely spiritual heavenly future as so many have assumed, but
rather healing the relationship between humanity and the rest of
creation and bringing God’s purposes to fulfilment in the new creation.
The goal is the renewal of all things (Matthew 19:28), not of
humankind alone (Chapter 13). This is a crucial perspective in the
current environmental crisis.
If we are to live sustainably, we need to wean ourselves from the
ideology that assumes we should liberate ourselves from the bounds of
nature and live in a world of our own devising where we have
supremacy over all things. In practical terms this means living within
the limits given to us by the created order to which we belong.Western
society and current economics is built largely on an obsession not just
to maintain our standards of living but constantly to demand more
growth. That attitude is at the root of the ecological crisis. Jesus’ teach-
ing, by contrast, highlights the insidious seductiveness of acquiring
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material wealth and possessions, which distracts attention from restor-
ing a proper relationship first with God the creator and then with other
people and the rest of creation. The teaching of Jesus on the kingdom
of God, which has already broken into this present world, as the final
chapters discuss, has the practical aspect of bringing us down to earth
to live as an integral part of God’s creation.
As discussed in Chapter 14, much of the present environmental
crisis, which has arisen from unsustainable consumption, is driven by
a form of idolatry. Such idolatry arises from the lie that possessing
more material ‘stuff ’ brings greater happiness, that continued eco-
nomic growth is essential to well-being. Yet the truth, as the world’s
great religious traditions have always proclaimed, is that the true
sources of human well-being arise from loving God and one’s neigh-
bour, the pursuit of justice and mercy, and the quest for beauty, good-
ness and truth. The power and danger of images as idols have long
been apparent to the religious traditions of Judaism, Christianity and
Islam. In our modern age, advertising often generates those idols and
fosters an environment where humans love created things above the
creator, where they worship cars and clothes and computers. Yet ulti-
mately these things can kill us – quite literally in the case of cars, which,
globally, cause 1.26 million deaths annually in accidents, injure a further
10 million and cause ill-health from pollution to hundreds of millions
more. If a move to a more sustainable society is to have real bite, it will
come about only by a combination of enlightened self-interest and by
counter-cultural movements recognizing that pursuing the gods of
mammon may be satisfying in the short term but ultimately prevents
us from realizing the true ‘good life’. Though the religious among us
ought to hear this message earlier and more clearly than those who reject
such faith, eventually the harm being done to humanity and to the earth
will become clear to everyone.
We finish this book, appropriately enough, with a discussion of
eschatology – of what will happen eventually to the world when it ends
(Chapters 15 and 16). This is an arena where secular views can offer
little encouragement. Ultimately, astrophysicists suggest that the uni-
verse will die not with a bang but with a cold, silent whimper. In the
more immediate future, influential writers such as James Lovelock
suggest that we are close to, or have already passed the tipping point
where climate change will run away out of control. In 2006 he wrote
that billions of people would be likely to die as a result,2 with only a
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handful of those now alive surviving.3 The President of the Royal
Society, Lord Rees of Ludlow, who certainly knows a lot about science,
and astrophysics in particular, has written that he thinks there is only
a 50/50 chance that our present civilization on earth will survive to the
end of the twenty-first century without a serious setback.4 He said in
2006 that ‘Even in a cosmic or a geological time-perspective, there’s
something unique about our century: for the first time in its history,
our entire planet’s fate depends on human actions and human
choices.’5
In contrast, the Christian perspective is of the certain hope of a new
creation. This is the cornerstone of the Christian gospel. It is alluded
to by numerous authors in this book, and rightly so because it is the
thread that runs right through Scripture. The Bible narrative is brack-
eted by creation at the beginning and re-creation at the end. The New
Testament is directed almost entirely towards this future, and the
ramifications it carries for how we should live in its light in bearing
witness to the reality of the kingdom of God, which is already breaking
into this world. This hope does not derive from humankind’s clever-
ness in human projects or from the Enlightenment idea that continual
progress is what we should expect. Instead it is based on the death and
resurrection of Christ, which demonstrated for all time that the natural
processes of death and decay have been overturned by the creator God
and in the fullness of time will be mirrored in the whole cosmos. There
are elements of both continuity and discontinuity in the way the new
creation is described, giving us good reason to work at stewarding this
creation well, because that effort will bear fruit in the future.
When Jesus was asked by a sceptical lawyer how it was possible to
enter into the eternal life that is part of the new creation, he answered
with the pithy summary, ‘Love the Lord your God with all your heart
and with all your soul and with all your strength and with all your
mind’ and ‘Love your neighbour as yourself ’ (Luke 10:27). To love God
means to value and to care for the things he loves and to be good stew-
ards of them. Judging by God’s pronouncement in the very first book
of the Bible, that everything he had made was ‘very good’ (Genesis
1:31), this means caring properly for all of creation.And if we are to put
all our energy into it, all of our heart, soul, strength and mind, we are,
among other things, to use all of our scientific, technological, social




Though non-Christians may not sign up to the concept of loving
God, there must be few in the world who would argue with the second
part of Jesus’ answer, that we should love our neighbours in the same
way as we take care of our own interests. The world would certainly be
very different if everyone took that command seriously. Our neigh-
bours are people all over the globe, especially now that we live in a
world of instant global communications and inter-relatedness.And we
cannot love those other people without caring for the environments
in which they live and which we affect through our actions – by our
greenhouse gas emissions, our purchasing and consumer decisions,
our economic structures.
The ecological crisis has arisen because of human actions – it is in
our power now to move towards sustainable ways of living.Whether or
not we do so will affect not only our own well-being but also that of
billions of other people both now and for generations to come.
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